Super Poo-Chi™ Care and Play Guide

Congratulations, you now have a special new friend. Super Poo-Chi™ is a super smart, super fun pal who loves to play! Because Super Poo-Chi™ is so special, you'll want to be sure to address him properly.

To begin, let's review the Play and Care Guide for Super Poo-Chi™ before you start playing so you will be able to have loads of fun with your new friend!

1. Getting started

Before you start, you need to get to know about Super Poo-Chi™'s sensors.

- **Eye display**: The Eye display will show your Super Poo-Chi™'s current state, whether he is happy, smiling, or angry.
- **Sound sensor**: The Sound sensor will detect the presence of your voice commands.

2. How to install batteries

Now that you are acquainted with Super Poo-Chi™'s sensors, the next thing you need to do is install his batteries. It is best to have an adult install the batteries.

- **Head switch**

Before we start you need to get to know about Super Poo-Chi™'s sensors. Super Poo-Chi™'s sensors include:

- Head switch
- Face sensors
- Body sensors
- Voice recognition sensors
- Motor sensors

3. Teaching Super Poo-Chi™ with your voice

When the batteries are installed, the first thing you need to do is teach Super Poo-Chi™ to recognize your voice.

To train Super Poo-Chi™ to recognize your voice, you need to do the following:

1. **Eye display**

Function of Eyes

- Heart: very happy
- Smile: happy
- Circle: normal
- Anger: not happy
- **Eye display**:

   - waiting to call name
   - normal
   - waiting for voice command or judgement for proper reply or not

4. Getting Super Poo-Chi™ to respond to voice commands

Once you have taught Super Poo-Chi™ to recognize your voice he is ready to start responding to your commands. To give voice commands to Super Poo-Chi™ follow these steps:

1. Wait until Super Poo-Chi™ is moving and has circle eyes.
2. Speaking clearly call out Super Poo-Chi™'s name, therefore if you have named your dog “Spot” call out “Spot”.
3. If you do your dog recognizes his name, his eyes will show “??” and he will say “Huh!”
4. While his eyes show “??”, you can give him a command from the list, (PAW, GOOD DOG, LET’S SING, LIE DOWN, SIT).

5. Stages of development

Super Poo-Chi™ will go through 3 stages of development, Baby, Puppy and Adult.

   - **Super Poo-Chi™ will not respond to any voice commands unless you say his name and get his attention, therefore if you want your dog to give a PAW, you have to say his name first, wait until his eyes show “??” and then say “PAW”.
   - **If you do not say his name first, he will not properly respond to other commands.**

6. Super Poo-Chi™ will respond to voice commands at the following times:

   - **PAW**:
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “PAW”.
   - **GOOD DOG**:
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “GOOD DOG”.
   - **LET’S SING**:
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “LET’S SING”.

7. Stages of development

Super Poo-Chi™ will go through stages of development, Baby, Puppy and Adult.

   - In the Baby stage, Super Poo-Chi™ will not understand your voice commands very well.
   - He can also not stand up for long time and is only able to sing one song.

   - **Baby -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will be able to respond to his name and may be able to do tricks.
   - **Puppy** - When Super Poo-Chi™ develops to Puppy mode, the “Tada!” sound is heard and he will start to bark.
     - The puppy age is a very important development stage during which time Super Poo-Chi™ learns new tricks by your voice command.
   - **Adult** -
     - If you play a lot you will be able to teach Super Poo-Chi™ to do many tricks.

   - Teaching your dog tricks:

Using the trained voice commands you can teach your dog to respond to your commands properly. To do this follow these steps:

1. Say your dog’s name.
2. When his eyes show “??” give him a command.
3. If he does what you want him to do you will need to reward him.
   - a. say “good dog”
   - b. give him a bone
   - c. pat his head

Depending on the stage of development your dog is in and how well you have trained him will determine if he follows properly and performs the trick you have told him to do. Remember, if Super Poo-Chi™ responds correctly to your commands, reward him with a pat on the head or feeding him his bone. If he does not respond correctly press either chest button. This will help him to remember his mistakes.

**Super Poo-Chi™ will not respond to any voice commands unless you say his name and get his attention, therefore if you want your dog to give a PAW, you have to say his name first, wait until his eyes show “??” and then say “PAW”. If you do not say his name first, he will not properly respond to other commands.**

4. Press left chest (A) button to go to Nourish mode. Press right chest (B) button, then head switch button to go to Adult mode.

Nourish mode

There are three stages of development in Nourish mode Baby, Puppy, and Adult.

   - **Paw -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “PAW”.
   - **Good Dog -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “GOOD DOG”.
   - **Let’s Sing -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “LET’S SING”.
   - **Lie Down -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will then prompt you to repeat “LIE DOWN”.
   - **Sit -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “SIT”.

If you have done this correctly then Super Poo-Chi™ will beep and proceed to the next prompt.

   - **Press right chest (A) button to go to Nourish mode. Press right chest (B) button, then head switch button to go to Adult mode.**

   - **Adult mode**

   - **Press left chest (A) button to go to Nourish mode. Press left chest (B) button, then head switch button to go to Nourish mode.**

   - **Paw -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “PAW”.
   - **Good Dog -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “GOOD DOG”.
   - **Let’s Sing -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “LET’S SING”.
   - **Lie Down -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will then prompt you to repeat “LIE DOWN”.
   - **Sit -**
     - Super Poo-Chi™ will prompt you to say “SIT”.

If you have done this correctly then Super Poo-Chi™ will beep and proceed to the next prompt.

   - **Press left chest (A) button to go to Nourish mode. Press left chest (B) button, then head switch button to go to Adult mode.**
Adult
As a result of his learning during puppy age, your dog will become one of three (3) different types of dog: Lazy dog, Faithful dog, or Talented dog.

- **Lazy dog**
  If you do not train your dog to properly respond to your voice commands he will become a lazy dog as an adult. If your dog becomes a lazy dog, he will have vague (confused) reaction to your voice commands.
- **Faithful dog**
  If your train your dog well during puppy stage he will become a Faithful dog. A Faithful dog will properly respond to voice commands most of the time.
- **Talented dog**
  If you train your dog well and play with him a lot during training he will become a talented dog. A Talented dog will respond properly to almost all of your voice commands and will be able to sing lots of songs and dance a lot.

In order to make sure your dog becomes a talented dog, it is very important that you command your dog to sing. Therefore be sure to command your dog to sing properly to him by using a catchy melody. Make sure your dog becomes a talented dog as he develops to make sure he becomes a talented dog.

Training Notes:
If you do not teach and play with Super Poo-Chi much as a puppy your dog will become a lazy dog. If you teach your dog a lot but do not play during training he will become a Faithful dog. If you teach your dog a lot and play with him during training he will become a talented dog.

**Super Poo-Chi’s Emotions and Expressions**
Your Super Poo-Chi communicates with you with his voice, eyes and his animation. Watching these signals helps you know how your dog is feeling.

- **Very happy**
  - Flushing heart shape eyes
  - Happy ears
  - Flushing smile
  - Barking

- **Normal**
  - Flushing circle eyes

- **Sad mood**
  - Flushing anger eyes and growling

- **Well fed**
  - Yawn

**How to feed your dog**
Super Poo-Chi likes his bone very much. To make sure he is well fed and happy, give him his bone when he’s hungry. You may also give Super Poo-Chi his bone when he is in a bad mood or to praise him during training, however if you feed Super Poo-Chi his bone too often he will not like it.

To feed him his bone:
Hold his bone in his mouth as shown in the illustration. If he is hungry he will make chugging sounds. If he is not hungry he will not. Remember if you feed him too much he will become unhappy!

**WARNING**
Super Poo-Chi’s bone is a toy. A Bone is not intended for use by a live dog.

**Sleeping mode**
If you leave Super Poo-Chi alone without any communication (input voice command, touch, etc) for 3 minutes he will take a nap for 1 min. If you leave Super Poo-Chi alone even longer than 2 minutes, he will go into a deep sleep.

Press his head button to wake him up.

**Recover**
If you replace Super Poo-Chi’s batteries or if he does not make any action, press the Recover (Reset) switch, which is located inside of upper jaw.

**Restart**
If you want to start Super Poo-Chi all over again you must start Super Poo-Chi as a puppy or an adult.

1. To re-start as an adult press and hold the “B” 4 seconds, until Super Poo-Chi rapidly beeps, then press and hold the head switch until he rapidly beeps again. At that point you will be prompted to retrain the recognition sets.
2. To re-start as a puppy press and hold the “A” button 4 seconds, until Super Poo-Chi rapidly beeps, then press and hold the head switch 4 seconds until it rapidly beeps again. At that point you must also retrain the recognition sets.

**Secret Mode**
If you want to get into the “secret mode”, which plays all the songs Super Poo-Chi knows in a random order, please press the SET button (A) on his chest for 4 seconds and it will begin beeping. Then press the STOP button (B) and it will play all the random songs. If you press the HEAD button, it stops that song and you can then press the MODE button (C) to go to the next song. If you press the SET button (A) again, it exits the secret mode.

Refer to chart 1 at a time.
If you want to retrain one or two of your commands, you don’t have to erase them all and start over. You can press the MODE button for 4 seconds and it will begin beeping. Then hit the SET button to enter the retrain mode. Then hit the MODE button again to step through the channels which are indicated by the eye patterns.

**Function of Eyes for retraining**
- Heart
- Happy
- Normal
- Angry
- Happy
- Let’s sing
- Name
- Heart/anger together

After you find the one you want to retrain, hit the SET button and it will do it for you. You do not have to enter the word. After you’re done, hit the MODE button again until you return to normal gameplay. You should get a “BEEP” after you’re done and the dog will bark.

**Communication**
If you put 2 Super Poo-Chi’s together or 1 Super Poo-Chi and 1 Poo-ChiTM, they will “talk” to each other. In order to get them to communicate, place them facing each other about 12-16” apart, then touch their head switches at the same time. Super Poo-Chi should always be standing when you want him to communicate. They will then “talk” to each other.

Depending on his development and mood, Super Poo-Chi might not interact with other dogs or pets all the time, the happier they are, the more they like to interact! Also, if the 2 dogs have been communicating for a shorter dog, both dogs don’t have to be facing each other or have been commanded to talk. The “talking” signals will bounce off of the walls, so sometimes they may talk to each other “spontaneously.”

**Cleaning Instructions**
High temperature will destroy the unit. Do not leave unit in direct sunlight.

Clean only with a piece of soft dry cloth.

**Troubleshooting**
Super Poo-Chi is designed to provide hours of fun play. If Super Poo-Chi becomes erratic and you are having trouble, check to make certain that Super Poo-Chi has fresh batteries and that there will be no interference by one or more of the following measures:

- Radio interference
- Photocell interference
- Other electronic devices
- Audio equipment
- Fluorescent lighting
- Slow circuitry
- Other nearby equipment
- Electrical equipment
- Many other things

If you can’t see Super Poo-Chi’s eyes, he may be asleep (see section titled “SLEEPING”) or check to make certain there are fresh batteries. You can wake up Super Poo-Chi by pressing the head sensor. If Super Poo-Chi is not asleep, he may be asleep (see section titled “SLEEPING”) or check to make certain there are fresh batteries.

You can wake up Super Poo-Chi by pressing the head sensor. If Super Poo-Chi is not asleep, he may be asleep (see section titled “SLEEPING”) or check to make certain there are fresh batteries.

**10-Year Limited Warranty**
Tiger Electronics, Ltd. (TIGER) warrants to the original consumer purchaser of this product that the product will be free from defects in materials and workmanship for 90 days from the date of purchase. This warranty does not cover damages resulting from accident, negligence, improper care, service or any other causes not arising out of defects in materials or workmanship.

During this 90-day warranty period, the product will either be repaired or replaced (at TIGER’s option) without charge to the purchaser, when returned with proof of the date of purchase to either the dealer or to TIGER.

Product returned to TIGER without proof of the date of purchase or after the 90-day warranty period has expired, but prior to one year from the original date of purchase, will be repaired or replaced (at TIGER’s option) for a service fee of US$25.00. Payments must be by check or money order payable to Tiger Electronics, Ltd.

The foregoing states the purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy for any breach of warranty with respect to the product. All product returned must be shipped prepaid and insured for loss or damage to:

TIGER REPAIR DEPARTMENT
1000 N. Butterfield Road, Unit 1023
Vernon Hills, IL 60061, U.S.A.

This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties and no other representation, or claims of any nature shall be binding on or obligate TIGER in any way or implied warranties applicable to this product, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are limited to the ninety (90) day period described above. In no event will TIGER be liable for any special, incidental, or consequential damages resulting from possession, use, or malfunction of this TIGER PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:

1. This product may not cause harmful interference, and
2. This product must accept any interference, including interference that may cause undetermined operation.

Warning: Changes or modifications to this unit not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties and no other representation, or claims of any nature shall be binding on or obligate TIGER in any way or implied warranties applicable to this product, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are limited to the ninety (90) day period described above. In no event will TIGER be liable for any special, incidental, or consequential damages resulting from possession, use, or malfunction of this TIGER PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:

1. This product may not cause harmful interference, and
2. This product must accept any interference, including interference that may cause undetermined operation.

Warning: Changes or modifications to this unit not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

For more information about Tiger Electronics, our products and special promotions, please visit our web site at: www.tigertoys.com.